
THE ROLE OF MODERNITY 

 

Two approaches that associate decline of democracy and rise of dictatorship with ‘modernity’ and 

‘modernization’: 

 

Approach 1: States became dictatorships on the path to modernization (deterministic arguments) 

 Applied particularly to Germany and Italy:  

o Missing connection between industrialization and strong middle-class liberal system 

o Tension between capitalist economy and pre-modern social influences 

o Result: distortion of Nazism and Fascism 

 

Approach 2: Disorientation of states as a result of modernization, especially new communications 

Modernization is a key theme of inter-war period building on pre-War developments 

 Advantages: 

o New production and management techniques 

 Fordism and Taylorism 

o New industries 

 Motor cars, electricity, aircraft 

 Specific regions benefited 

o Cultural innovation 

 Picasso, Schoenberg, Brecht, Gropius 

o Increased government involvement and uniformity 

 Destabilizing aspects: 

o Resentment of Taylorism 

 Trade union opposition to Bedaux’s form of Taylorism 

 Strikes during 1920s 

 Leads to: authoritarian systems that could take action against unions 

o New divisions within society: 

 New sectors not part of traditional working class, not unionized 

 Develop antipathy to left 

 Germany and Italy, especially develop relations with far right 

o First World War seen as modern crisis of civilization 

 Trauma in Italy and Germany of failure 

 Effect in Russia exacerbated by Civil War 



 ‘Janus-faced’ modernity – attacked for its dislocation and exploitation, but welcomed 

modern technologies which were part of it: 

o Soviet system from 1918 

 Attacks exploitation of masses by the few 

 Modernize through collective measures for proletariat 

o Italy and Germany 

 ‘Modernity’ seen as culturally degenerate 

 Rise of antimodern themes (folk, rural life) 

 Commitment to technological and scientific advance alongside protection of 

traditional values 

 New communications used by far left and far right: 

o Public speaking, loudspeakers, crowd psychology 

o Banners and symbols 

 Swastika (revolutionary statement with traditional image) 

o Parades, uniforms, marching songs 

 Nazi Storm troopers 

 Communist Red Front 

o Courting electorate 

 Hitler and Goebbels election campaign promises to different sectors of 

electorate 

 Mass rallies, radio, simple messages on posters and through cinema 

 Making modernization their own in a form which harmonized it with tradition: 

o Russia – ‘tradition’ was revolutionary 

 Takes Marxist lines (state controls under Lenin and Stalin) 

 ‘Gigantomania’ (Magnitogorsk) 

 ‘New Soviet Person’ 

 Lamarck (environment over heredity) 

o Italy and Germany – ‘tradition’ was pre-industrial 

 Italy: 

 Advanced technology 

 New Fascist Man and Fascist Century 

 Corporate State 

 Germany: 

 Aryan mythology 



 Pre-industrial social values 

 Modern war machine 

 New technological principles to destruction of racial ‘enemy’ 

 

 

 

 


